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1. In the light of recent controversy regarding the use of Electronic Voting Machines (EVM), what are the 

challenges before the Election Commission of India to ensure the trustworthiness of elections in 

India?                        

 UPSC - GS Paper - II (Q. No. 1)

2. Why do your think the committees are considered to be useful for parliamentary work? Discuss, in 

this context, the role of the Estimates Committee.                    

UPSC - GS PAPER - II (Q. NO. 4)

3. How are the principles followed by the NITI Aayog different from those followed by the erstwhile 

Planning Commission in India?

UPSC - GS PAPER - II (Q. NO. 11)

4. What do you mean by Minimum Support Price (MSP)? How will MSP rescue the farmers from the low 

income trap? 

UPSC - GS PAPER - III (Q. NO. 3)

5. In what ways the ongoing US-Iran Nuclear Pact Controversy  affect the national interest of India? How 

should India respond to this situation?                               

UPSC - GS PAPER - II (Q. NO. 4)

6. The Citizen's Charter is an ideal instrument of organizational transparency and accountability, but it 

has its own limitations. Identify the limitations and suggest measures for greater effectiveness of the 

Citizens' Charter. 

UPSC - GS PAPER - II (Q. NO. 18)

)

What are the security features in Electronic voting machines being used in India? Should we continue 

with EVM or shift to paper ballot, as few developed countries have done?

Dhyeya IAS Test - 15 (Q. NO. 6)

Assess the utility of Parliamentary Committee System in Indian Democracy. Substantiate your views 

with recent examples.

Dhyeya IAS Test - 1 (Q. NO. 8)

NITI Aayog was established  to act as a platform to foster Cooperative Federalism and be a premier 

policy ‘Think Tank’ to  provide policy inputs. Do you think it has made any improvements over 

planning commission?. 

Dhyeya IAS Test - 14 (Q. NO. 11)

“Minimum support price is an inefficient and ineffective tool for farmer welfare and in fact hurts 

farmers, consumers and government alike” Critically analyze the above statement .Do you think Price 

deficiency payment system is an improvement over minimum support price? 

Dhyeya IAS Test - 7 (Q. NO. 13

The United States has pulled out of the Iran nuclear Deal, and instituted economic sanctions on Iran. 

What is the rationale behind this decision? Discuss its likely impact on India and the world. 

Dhyeya IAS Test - 11 (Q. NO. 5)

The Citizen Charter of comes with a vision that the power of people is more than people in power. 

Discuss the above statement in line with constitutional provisions it seeks to establish.  

Dhyeya IAS Test - 2 (Q. NO. 7)

Dhyeya Test Series Question

in CSE Mains-2019



7. What are the impediments in disposing the huge quantities of discarded solid wastes which are 

continously being generated? How do we remove safely the toxic wastes that have been accumulating 

in our habitable environment?                 

UPSC - GS PAPER - III (Q. NO. 6)

8. Left Wing Extremism (LWE) is showing a downward trend, but still affects many parts of the country. 

Briefly explain the Government of India's approach to counter the challenges posed by LWE. UPSC - 

GS Paper - III (Q. No. 10)

9. "India relations with Israel, have of late, acquired a depth and diversity, which cannot be rolled back." 

Discuss.

UPSC - GS Paper - II (Q. No. 9)

10. Describe various measures taken in India for Disaster Risk Reduction 9DRR) before and after signing 

'sendai Framework for DRR (2015-2030)'. How is this framework different from 'Hyogo Framework 

for action, 2005? UPSC - GS Paper - III (Q. No. 18)

Improvement in India’s solid waste management can potentially improve public health conditions 

and mitigate the risks associated with global warming. Discuss. 

Dhyeya IAS Test - 2 (Q. NO. 19)

Since Left Wing Extremism is result of accumulation of plethora of causes, the solution also has to be 

all encompassing. In this context, assess the effectiveness of Solution SAMADHAN by Ministry of 

Home Affairs.  

Dhyeya IAS Test - 11 (Q. NO. 15)

“Indo-Israel relation is mostly driven by national interest rather than any ideological readjustment”. 

Comment. Do you think relation with Israel would impact India’s historical commitment to the 

Palestinian cause?

DHYEYA IAS TEST - 11 (Q. NO. 14)

“With National Disaster Management Plan 2016 India has aligned our National Plan with the Sendai 

Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030.” Discuss.

Dhyeya IAS Test - 8 (Q. NO. 18)
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UPSC - CSE  (MAINS) - 2019

Hints/Answer/Approach

(GS Paper-I)

1. Safeguarding the Indian art heritage is the need of the moment. Comment

Approach

• Introduction:

 Briefly mention importance of Indian art heritage.

• Body:

 Mention reason to safeguard Indian art heritage.

 Challenges before Indian art heritage.

• Conclusion:

 Mention wayforward.

Model Answer:

India is one of the ancient civilization where different cultures existed together. Indian

history saw many rulers of different religion and culture who brought variety to art and

architectural forms giving richness to indian heritage.Indian art heritage reached its

architectural and artistic excellence from ancient to medieval to modern times.This rich

culture and heritage needs to be safeguarded at earliest.

REASONS TO SAFEGUEARD INDIAN HERITAGE:

1. Rich cultural art heritage is our NATIONAL IDENTITY from which we all take

pride and honour as united citizens of india.This rich art heritage helped us to

fight against Britishers in india’s freedom struggle.Therefore conserving these

art heritage is our duty.for example TAJ MAHAL is symbol of love and this monument

attract millions of visitors.

2. Preserving and conserving these heritage is having immense potentials to attract

millions of tourists by which we earn precious forex reserve and can generate

millions of jobs to indian youth in various sectors such as tourists guide,hospitality

etc.

3. Our traditional dance,art forms,singing,dressing,architecture, handicrafts etc are

important part of our art and heritage. Conserving this can preserve our ancient

civilization which is going through significance evolution.for example

Bharatnatyam,kuchupudi,odishi,sun temple,aayurveda etc are results of

conservation and preservation efforts taken by our ancestors.

4. India is a hetrogenous country with 6 religions of world living together on one

land which we can see in every aspect of life such monuments like temples,

gurudwaras, masjid and important government buildings. Protecting this

hetrogeneous heritage is in our national interest

5. This rich heritage has attracted foreigners which is great advantage for this

ancient land, creating curiosity among foreigner to visit to India, FAHIEN, visited
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India to understand its rich heritage and social life. This greatness and rich

heritage attracted many foreign invaders such as Ghajnis, Khiljis and Britishers.

Therefore significance and importance of indian art heritage is immense. To conserve

this rich heritage we must take care of this ancient treasure.

But this heritage is now facing various challenges from Anthropogenic to Natural

phenomena.Some of the important challenges are following.

1. The Comptroller and Auditor General of India, in its audit report on preservation

of monuments and antiquities (2013), notes that “irregularities in carrying out

conservation works” such as  no mandatory requirements for inspection by

Superintending Archaeologist,absence of complete and proper documentation of

works estimates,non-preparation of inspection notes after site inspection,faulty

budgeting of conservation works,delays in work completion.

2. Increasing population of India and human activities such as increasing

industrialisation, illegal enchroachment in monuments area,developemental needs

like implementation of infrastuctural projects,natural events like floods are

destroying our heritage.For example industrial developement in subordinate are

of TAJ MAHAL caused acid rain and it impacting TAJ MAHAL dangerously by

leaching white marble.

3. Increasing tourism has created significance challenges such as defacing of

monuments, spitting on monuments, writing on walls of these monuments and to

manage this crowd in india we dont have proper guidelines

4. The constitution of India talks about preservation of monuments and art heritage

in it’s FUNDAMENTAL DUTY in which every citizen of India must value and preserve

the rich heritage of our composite culture of India in A-51A  and in DPSP Article

49: Protection of monuments and places and objects of national importance are

two constitutional tools to preserve it but peoples are not aware of there side to

protect these art heritage.

5. Increasing globalisation is another threat to our rich art and heritage.

Therefore to protect,conserve,and preserve our monuments government of india has

taken number of steps.These are

1. Establishment of The Archeological survey of India is very important step toward

conserving and preserving ancient art and heritage.It is now looking for more

than 3000 monuments and various other cultural importance sites for conservation

and protection.

2. The ‘Adopt a Heritage: Apni Dharohar, Apni Pehchaan’ scheme is an initiative of

the Ministry of Tourism, in collaboration with the Ministry of Culture and the

Archaeological Survey of India.. Under it, the government invites entities, including

public sector companies, private sector firms as well as individuals, to develop

selected monuments and heritage and tourist sites across India.

3. Government of India launched the National Heritage City Development and

Augmentation Yojana (HRIDAY) scheme,with a focus on holistic development of

heritage cities. The scheme aims to preserve and revitalise soul of the heritage
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city to reflect the city’s unique character by encouraging aesthetically appealing,

accessible, informative & secured environment

4. Establishment of museum in various part of india in another important step for

preserving and conserving important art facts and culutural significant things.

the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act, 1958 ,destroys,

removes, injuries, alters, defaces, imperils or misuses a protected monument is

punishable offence

5. Social Science Project for Students Taking Care of Our heritage, Monuments and

Architecture of our past. Declaring cutural sites as ntional impotance and these

site consequently declared by UNESO as WORLD HERITAGE site, this has been

proved game changer in art and heritage conservation and protection

WAY FORWARD:

Making law’s are not enough but creating awarness among citizens about heritage

conesrvation can be prove game changer also attitudinal change among citizens

especially youths of our country is vital to conserve our rich national heritage treasure,

strict implementation of laws and involving civil societies in conservation and

protection efforts can significantly change goverments conservation efforts. Giving

lessons at school level regarding heritage conservation which is said by our

Constitution in FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES AND DPSP and finally making heritage

conservation a people’s movement.

2. Assess the importance of the accounts of the Chinese and Arab travellers in the

reconstruction of the history of India

Approach:

• Introduction:

 Briefly describe foreign traveller’s accounts as source of history.

• Body:

1. Mention about Chinese travellers and their importance.

2. Mention about Arab travellers and their importance.

• Conclusion:

 Mention relevance of these accounts in history reconstruction.

Model Answer

Every region of India has its own cultural and historical identity. Foreign travellers,

travels and their experience covers the local customs, traditions and lifestyle in a

travelogue, due to this we get an exclusive opportunity to read and learn earlier times

era.

CHINESE TRAVELLERS:

1. FA-HIEN (405-411 AD):

• Fa-Hien is a Foreign Envoy who visited India at the time of Chandragupta II,

known as Vikramaditya.
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• He was a Chinese pilgrim. Fa-Hien was the first Chinese pilgrim to visit India.

• Fa-Hien came to India to collect Buddhist texts and relies.

• Fa-Hien visited Lumbini, the Buddha’s birth place.

• He compiled his experiences in a travelogue “Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms”

• He travelled through the Gupta empire and also wrote down his impressions

about India.

• As his main interest was religion, we know nothing about the political condition

of India from his account.

• However, his account helps us to know something about the social and religious

condition of that period.

2. HIUEN-TSANG (630-645 AD):

• Hiuen-Tsang is a Foreign Envoy who visited India during the time of

Harshvardhana.

• He reached India through Tashkent and Swat Valley.

• He wrote his experiences in his book Si-yu-ki or the ‘Records of Western World.

• His visit to India was an important event of the reign of Harshvardhana. India

is much indebted to this Chinese traveller for the valuable accounts he left

behind with many details of political, religious, economic, social conditions of

those days.

3. I-TSING (671-695 AD):

• I-tsing visited India in connection with Buddhism.

• I-tsing has left behind two important works. The Qiufa Gaoseng Zhuan is a

series of brief biographies of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims he met or heard of

while he was in India. This work is interesting in that it gives an impression of

the numbers of pilgrims who went to India but have left no records of their

own.

• His major work, Nanhai Jigui Neifa Zhuan meaning ‘A Record of the Buddhist

Religion sent Home from the Southern Sea’, is quite unique among the records

left by the Buddhist pilgrim. He describes the Buddhist practices in India.

ARAB TRAVELERS

1. AL-MASUDI (915AD):

• He explained about India in his book Muruj-ul-Zehab.

• Came to Malabar on the Western coast of India in 915-16 in the course of his

visit to several countries and region in the world.

• We can get a fair amount of information about Western India from his work.

2. AL-BERUNI (1024-1030 AD):

• Al-beruni is a Foreign Envoy who visited India along with Ghazni at the time of

his Indian raids.

• He popularly known as Founder of Indology.
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• His famous book was Tahqiq-i-Hind which explains about India.

• He did not write much on battles and wars. He wrote on contemporary culture,

traditions and customs.

3. IBN BATUTA (1333-1347 AD):

• Ibn Batua was A Morrish traveller, he wrote the book ‘Rehla’ (The Travelogue).

• In his book he explained the dynasty of Muhammad-bin-Tughlaq and also the

economical, social and geographical status of his time.

• His memories were narrated and recorded after his return almost thirty years

later and hence carry inconsistencies because of several layers of filtering.

4. SHIHABUDDIN AL-UMARI (1348 AD):

• He was A traveller from the country Damascus.

• His book is Masalik albsar fi-mamalik al-amsar. He explained Indian History

in it.

5. ABDUR RAZZAQ (1443-1444 AD):

• Abdur Razzaq was a foreign envoy. He was the Ambassador of Shahrokh of

Timurid Dynasty.

• He came during the rule of Devaraya II of Sangam dynasty of Vijaynagar empire.

• In India he stayed at the court of the Zamorin at Calicut.

• He gives a clear account of the Vijaynagar empire and his kingdom.

From very ancient times, foreigners visited India. Some of them left valuable accounts of

their travels or visits. Ancient Greek and Roman historians also wrote about India from

their knowledge and information. All these foreign accounts prove useful for writing history.

For, some of the travellers made certain observations about India which are not correct.

Possibly in some cases the foreigners had failed to assess correctly the Indian ways of life

due to lack of their knowledge about the Indian languages, and hence the misrepresentation.

History demands devotion to truth. Historians construct history from various sources to

present the truth of the past to the men of today and the future.

3. Throw light on the significance of the thoughts of MAHATMA GANDHI in the

present times

Approach

• Introduction-

Briefly mention present time problems.

• Body

• Mention Signification of Ghandhi ji in present time pointwise.

Conclusion – Mention way forward.

Model Answer:

The present time have become easier with advancement in technology,greater economic

activity,globalisation,more man to man interaction due to presence of social media but

these has created many challenges as well.These challenges are wide spread from personal
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life to political life, from national to international level for instance rising conflicts,ethno-

religious wars,fundamentalism,High income-inequality gap,corruption,moral degradation

etc.These current develpoments make thoughts and ideas of Mahatma Gandhi more

relevant today.

Signification of Ghandhi ji in present time :-

1. Gandhism: Gandhism is a body of ideas that describes the inspiration, vision and

the life work of Mohandas Gandhi. It is particularly associated with his

contributions to the idea of nonviolent resistance, sometimes also called civil

resistance.

The two pillars of Gandhism are truth and non-violence.Gandhism and his

ideas of truth and non-violence is having immense significance as in India in

every day life we experience violence in some kind or other, political morchas and

dharnas often become very violent in which public properties are damaged.

In the world currently so many issues are going on such as terrorism, syrian

crises,Israel-palestine issue, power struggle between USA and RUSSIA in various

part of the world which is resulting in human life. This can be end with Gandhian

principal NON-VIOLENCE.

2. Styagraha: Satya means truth and aagraha means firmness or force.  This principle

reverses the idea of an-eye-for-an-eye policy which, as he says ends in making

everybody blind, or blind with fury,the TIT-FOR-TAT attitude which can be seen

presently at international level. The tussle between USA and RUSSIA over syrian

crisis,one country testing missile then other rival country immediatly conducts

missile tests. So Satyagrah needed for humanity at present.

3. Economic Independence: For Gandhiji, spinning their own cloth – khadhi – at

home, was employment for entire villages.  This was not only a political decision,

but also an economical one. This idea is relevent in contemporary India because

still millions of people are dependent for two times meal on government bacause

of poverty. Eliminating poverty and making villages self sustainable is vital for our

economic growth. Same is true for many African countries who are still dependent

on developed countries and United Nations aid for  meeting their primary needs.

4. Against Superstition and Untouchabilty:  Gandhi was a rational person hence

there was no place for superstitious beliefs.Though people are more advanced

today,superstitions still plays a part in people’s lives,this is hard truth in India.To

find peace and prosperity they start following self styled GOD MEN /GOD WOMEN

who often exploit people and recent case of AASARAM, RAM RAHIM etc.Many

temple still practice Untouchabilty,dalits are barred from entry, other case being

women in periods not allowed to enter sabarimala temple on which recent

judgement of Supreme court is a progressive development.

5. Love and Compassion Towards Animals: Rising man animal conflict due to hyper

urbanisation ,killing and poaching of animals,linear infrastructure projects

fragmenting the habitat of aniamls needs policy makers and people to realise the

need of living in harmony with other creation of mother nature for which GANDHIS

teaching of compassion towards animal is quite relevent.
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6. Nature has enough to satisfy everyone’s need but not to satisfy Man’s greed:

Rising consumerism has led to increased exploitation of natural resources without

being concerned about the natures abilty to replenish itself and this has resulted

into occurence of extreme weather condition, calamities. In this scenario GANDHIS

teaching of living in harmony with nature by utilising as much as need not for

greed is relavant today.

7. Peaceful Co-existance Sarva Dharma Sambhav: Increasing instances of

fundamentalism, religious conflicts and cast violence in India of late has made

GANDHIS this teaching more needed to be practiced today.

8. Gandhijis ideas on socialism and political decentralisation is stiil very important

for India as economic inequality is rising day by day and poverty is still present in

our country. Socialistic principle can greatly redistribute wealth and meet

INCLUSIVE GROWTH objective.He aligned CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM in which

he said about trusteeship doctrine.

Way Forward:

Gandhi ji said “you can chain me,you can torture me,you can even destroy this

body but you will never imprison my mind” His thoughts are still relevant in present

times and by following and practicing these,humanity can unchain and free itself

from various negativities which has creeped into this world and make the world

more positive and beautiful to live.

Q4. Why is the Indian Regional Navigational Satellite System (IRNSS) needed? How

does it help in navigation? 

Approach:

• Introduction:

Briefly describe about IRNSS.

• Body:

1. Mention needs of IRNSS for India.

2. Mention IRNSS features and navigational procedure.

• Conclusion:

Mention its future importance for India.

Model Answer:

The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS), with an operational name

of NAVIC, is an autonomous regional satellite navigation system that provides accurate

real-time positioning and timing services. It covers India and a region extending 1,500 km

(930 mi) around it, with plans for further extension.

Needs:-

• IRNSS will provide Standard Positioning Service (SPS) which is provided to all the

users. Some applications of IRNSS are:

 Terrestrial, Aerial and Marine Navigation
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 Disaster Management

 Vehicle tracking and fleet management

 Integration with mobile phones

 Precise Timing

 Mapping and Geodetic data capture

 Terrestrial navigation aid for hikers and travellers

 Visual and voice navigation for drivers

• The IRNSS System is expected to provide a position accuracy of better than 20 m

in the primary service area. Thus it is more accurate than GPS. When India is

developing advanced and accurate cruise missiles like ‘Nirbhay’ accuracy is very

important factor for their precise hit.

• It is must for Indian defence prospect because access to foreign government-

controlled global navigation satellite systems is not guaranteed in hostile

situations, as happened to the Indian military depending on American GPS during

the Kargil War.

• It provides Restricted Service (RS), which is an encrypted service provided only to

the authorised users. This service specially used by Indian armed forces for better

surveillance of border.

• It will boost make in India and also it would also get Indian scientists a lot of

experience in this field.

Working:

The fully

deployed IRNSS

system consist

of 3 satellites in

GEO orbit and 4

satellites in

GSO orbit,

approximately

36,000 km

altitude above

earth surface.

Each satellite is

c o n f i g u r e d

around I-1K bus

which means it

is continuously

monitored and

maintained by

ground segment.

The proposed

system would

consist of a
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constellation of seven satellites and a support ground segment. Three of the satellites

in the constellation will be placed in geostationary orbit. These GEOs will be located

at 34 East 83 East and 132 East longitude. Two of the GSOs will cross the equator at

55 East and two at 111 East.  Such an arrangement would mean all seven satellites

would have continuous radio visibility with Indian control stations. The satellite

payloads would consist of atomic clocks and electronic equipment to generate the

navigation signals.

India also planned to be a part of European Space Agency’s Galileo programme but there

also military rights of the system were denied. China is already building its BeiDou

system and has committed to provide military grade signals to Pakistan. In these

circumstances IRNSS is a much sought military asset.

5. Why is India taking a keen interest in resources of the Arctic region?

Approach:

• Introduction:

Briefly describe Arctic region.

• Body:

1. Mention India’s economic interest in arctic

region.

2. Mention India’s climate and geo-political

interest in arctic region.

• Conclusion:

Summarise with current situation.

Model Answer:

The Arctic is the region around the North Pole,

usually understood as the area within

the Arctic Circle. It includes parts of Russia,

Scandinavia, Greenland, Canada, Alaska and the

Arctic Ocean.

Although Arctic region belongs to the whole of the world and more properly to humanity,

the scenario involving the significance of Arctic ranges from its economic interests to

geopolitical. Reasons for India’s interest in this region are:-

Economic Interests:

• The northern sea route along Russia’s edge, that is likely to be free of ice first,

can reduce the sailing distance between Asian ports and northern Europe by 40

percent. The other major Arctic shipping route is the Northwest Passage, which

connects Europe and Asia. It is nearly 5,000 nautical miles shorter than the

12,600 nautical miles distance between Europe and Asia through the Panama

Canal.

• Arctic will also open up new major shipping hubs and ports at the cost of lower

trades in Asia hub, particularly Singapore. Moreover it will become easier to

transport oil from the Arctic reserves to East Asia, Americas and Europe than
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from the Middle East. India already has several ships operating in the route.

Opening of Arctic can give fillip to India’s shipping industry.

• Arctic can supply large amount of gas and oil which can reduce price, as it has

13% of oil in the world in just 3 geological provinces. More than 70% of mean oil

resources are estimated to occur in 5 provinces. Large amounts of these resources

occur off shore, making it easy to explore. India’s ONGC Videsh can have an eye

on these resources.

• In view of the political conflicts as in the Middle East, the supply of these energy

resources will become significant and India has to have its presence felt in this

area.

Climatic Interest:

• The aforementioned phenomenon of melting ice may also add to the problem of

global warming with its reduced capacity to absorb carbon dioxide. This worries

Indian scientists, as they know that any imminent change in the Arctic is going

to affect the monsoons in India, which may fall worst on the agrarian economy.

• Warm Arctic means cold continents in winter, The Northern hemisphere will

have harsher winters and longer lasting droughts.

Geopolitical Interests:

• Russia will have a stronger economy because shipping lanes will be open for a

time along its Northern coast most summers. Russia will be able to export and

import more easily. This will help India recast its policy towards Russia.

• India has good relations with the countries in the northern temperate and Arctic

Circle regions.

India’s interests in the Arctic region are scientific, environmental, commercial as well as

strategic. Even though India has been planning to increase participation in Arctic matters,

there is currently no clear path ahead. It is proposed that India should leverage trade

talks with South Korea to achieve this goal, especially since we can’t have strategic

partnerships with Russia or China going by our current US-leaning foreign policy. Our

dependence on oil, especially crude oil, should make the Arctic doubly important when

looking at India’s perpetual problem of energy security.

6. Define mantle plume and explain its role in plate tectonics.

Approach:

• Introduction:

Describe mantle plume.

• Body:

1. Give details of mental plume.

           2. Explain its role in plate tectonics

Conclusion:

Model Answer

A mantle plume is a large column of hot rock rising through the mantle. The heat from
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the plume causes rocks in the lower lithosphere to melt. The largest (and most persistent)

mantle plumes are presumed to form where a large volume of mantle rock is heated at

the core-mantle boundary, about 1,800 miles below the surface, although smaller plumes

may originate elsewhere within the mantle. Once the temperature increases sufficiently

to lower the rock density, a column of the hotter-than-normal rock (perhaps 2,000 kilometres

in diameter) starts to rise very slowly through the surrounding mantle rocks.

Eventually, the rising column of hot rock reaches the base of the lithosphere, where

it spreads out, forming a mushroom-shaped cap to the plume. The overlying lithosphere is

pushed up and stretched out as the plume cap spreads. Heat transferred from the plume

raises the temperature in the lower lithosphere to above melting point, and magma

chambers form that feed volcanoes at the surface. This area is also known as a hot spot.

Because the plume remains anchored at the core-mantle boundary, it does not shift

position over time. So, as the lithospheric plate above it moves, a string of volcanoes (or

other volcanic features) is created.

Suggested mantle plume location:

Mantle plumes have been suggested as the source for flood basalts. These extremely

rapid, large scale eruptions of basaltic magmas have periodically formed continental

flood basalt provinces on land and oceanic plateaus in the ocean basins, such as

the Deccan Traps, the Siberian Traps the Karoo/Ferrar flood basalts of Gondwana

and the largest known continental flood basalt,

the Central Atlantic magmatic province(CAMP).

Role in plate tectonics:

Plumes were chimneys of warm, buoyant rock about

100 to 200 kilometres wide that were rooted at

the core-mantle boundary. These narrow conduits

of deep-mantle material rise through the solid

mantle before spreading out laterally, like a

thunderhead, in the upper asthenosphere — the

ductile zone of the upper mantle that lies below

the brittle lithosphere. From there, they can cause

the lithosphere to swell and shear, disgorge

massive flood basalts, and form age-progressive

volcano chains.

In addition to having deep roots and high temperatures relative to surrounding mantle

rock, plumes transport primordial mantle material from below the zone of active

convection; are fixed relative to one another; produce time-progressive volcanic chains;

break up continents; and drive plate tectonics. 

It can seen in the formation of the Hawaiian Island-Emperor Seamount chain in the

middle of the Pacific Plate. The islands and seamounts exhibit age progression, with

the youngest near present-day Hawaii and the oldest near the Aleutian Trench was

indicative of a plate moving over a stationary hot spot. The bend in the chain indicated

that the Pacific Plate changed direction roughly 47 million years ago.

Thus the cause of volcanism far from a plate boundary is explained by mantle plum

and it has important role in plate tectonics.
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7. What are the consequences of spreading of ‘Dead Zones’ on marine ecosystem? 

Approach:

• Introduction:

Briefly describe ‘Dead Zones’

• Body:

Mention consequences of spreading Dead Zone on marine ecosystem.

• Conclusion:

Mention way forward to solve the issue.

Model Answer:

Hypoxic zones are areas in the ocean of such low oxygen concentration that animal life

suffocates and dies, and as a result are sometimes called “dead zones” because most

marine life either dies, or, if they are mobile such as fish, leave the area. Habitats that

would normally be teeming with life become, essentially, biological deserts.  One of the

largest dead zones forms in the Gulf of Mexico every spring.

Hypoxic zones can occur naturally, but scientists are concerned about the areas

created or enhanced by human activity. There are many physical, chemical, and biological

factors that combine to create dead zones, but nutrient pollution is the primary cause of

those zones created by humans. Recently, researchers returned to the Gulf of Oman and

found that the dead zone has expanded far more than expected, raising serious concerns

about the future of local fisheries and ecosystems, researchers reported in a new study.

Consequences of spreading Dead Zones:

1. Habitat compression and the loss of fauna as a result of hypoxia have profound

effects on ecosystem energetics and function as organisms die and are decomposed

by microbes.

2. As the benthos die, microbial pathways quickly dominate energy flows. Ecologically

important places, such as nursery and recruitment areas, suffer most from energy

diversion into microbial pathways because hypoxia tends to occur in summer,

when growth and predator energy demands are high.

3. Areas within ecosystems exposed to long periods of hypoxia have low annual

secondary production and typically no benthic fauna. Estimates of the missing

biomass in Baltic dead zones that are now persistently hypoxic are ~264,000

metric tons of carbon (MT C) annually (7) and represent ~30% of total Baltic

secondary production (26).

4. Further expansion of dead zones will depend on how climate change affects water-

column stratification and how nutrient runoff affects organic matter production.

General circulation models predict that climate change alone will deplete oceanic

oxygen by increasing stratification and warming as well as by causing large changes

in rainfall patterns, enhancing discharges of fresh water and agricultural nutrients

to coastal ecosystems.

Currently, hypoxia and anoxia are among the most widespread deleterious

anthropogenic influences on estuarine and marine environments, and now rank

with overfishing, habitat loss, and harmful algal blooms as major global environmental
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problems. There is no other variable of such ecological importance to coastal marine

ecosystems that has changed so drastically over such a short time as DO. We believe

it would be unrealistic to return to preindustrial levels of nutrient input, but an

appropriate management goal would be to reduce nutrient inputs to levels that

occurred in the middle of the past century, before eutrophication began to spread

dead zones globally.

8. “Caste system is assuming new identities and associational forms. Hence, caste

system cannot be eradicated in India.” Comment. (10)

Approach

• Introduction-

 Start by defining caste. Mention two or three important feature

• Body

 Write why it was assumed that caste will end

 Write how caste identity become a force in itself.

 Write manifestation of caste system in new identity and associational form.

 Give few contemporary example.

- Political sphere

- Economic sphere

- Social sphere

• Conclusion-

 In conclusion give your opinion by giving argument

Model Answer:

Caste is a form of social stratification characterized by endogamy, hereditary transmission

of a lifestyle which often includes an occupation, status in a hierarchy, customary social

interaction, and exclusion.

Earlier it was assumed that with spread of modernity and establishment of modern

state based on democratic values combined with effect of Industrialization and Urbanization

will lead to eradication of Caste. After independence of India, constitution of India made

provisions like abolition of untouchability, reservation of seats, right to equality to ensure

that Indian society could become modern and caste wouldn’t leave any impression on the

future India.

Unlike it was believed, caste didn’t get eradicated rather it has changed its form and

assumed new identities and association form. Earlier caste identity specially for lower

caste was a mark of humiliation and symbol of exploitation. The same identity has now

become a representation of their voice, their demand, their need and their fight for

equality in society. This new identity and associational form is manifesting itself in secular

sphere i.e. political and economic dimensions.

Political sphere - Since the 1960s a new assertiveness has characterized India’s

formerly silent majority, the lower castes that comprise more than two-thirds of the

population came together and formed political party based on caste identity. These party

not only gave voice to this silent majority but also came into power by winning election.
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Christophe Jaffrelot rightly called it ‘silent revolution’. Another examples are:

- Coming together of people for implementation of Mandal commission report

- In recent time Patel Andolan, Jat Andolan for reservation

Economic sphere- In economic sphere also we can find associations based on caste

which work for betterment of that particular caste. For ex- Dalit Indian Chamber of

Commerce and Industry (DICCI) working for Dalit Capitalism.

Social sphere- Even though caste identities have weakened a lot in social dimension

like practice of untouchability has reduced to a large extent, commensality restrictions

are not strongly practiced etc. but in marriage even today caste identity plays a very

important role. Matrimony page of any newspaper will show us how caste is one of the

important factor in marriage.

Pressure group - Caste associations act like pressure group. Caste associations make

representation to the government demanding educational facilities, land ownership and

its distribution, government jobs etc. for their caste members. Some of them submit

memoranda or organise public meetings demanding infrastructure facilities like irrigation,

electricity, loan and subsidy for fertiliser for agriculture development.

Recently people of SC/ST communities came together against supreme court’s

judgment on bringing change in Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of

Atrocities) Act. Similarly anti-reservation Bharat Bandh was called by people belonging to

General category against reservation.

Caste has adapted with change in time and has created space for itself even in

contemporary India. Max Muller has rightly said that caste cannot be abolished in India.

As a religious institution, caste may die, but as a social institution, it will live and improve.

9. Despite the implementation of various programmes for the eradication of poverty

by the government in India, poverty is still existing’. Explain by giving reasons.

Approach:

• Introduction:

Briefly explain given quotation.

• Body:

1. Mention reasons for poverty in India.

2. Mention reason for failure of poverty eradication schemes

• Conclusion:

Give some solution.

Model Answer

Poverty imposes an oppressive weight on India, especially in the rural areas where almost

three out of four Indians and 77 percent of the Indian poor live. Although poverty has been

reduced during the past four decades, it remains painfully high. Despite government

launched lots of poverty elimination schemes from Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana(JGSY)

to Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MNREGA), however, has

not been sufficient to reduce the absolute number of poor. India has 269 million (21
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percent of total population) people under the poverty line, as per the latest official headcount

of the poor in India.

Reasons for Poverty in India:-

1. The Colonial Rule - The colonial British rule laid the foundation for a long term

and chronic poverty in India after they departed. In 1947 when colonial British

left India, they left 70 percent Indians in deep poverty and a tiny elite class that

controlled everything. Over six decades later in 2011-2012, poverty is down to 21

percent despite the multifold increase in population. However, despite the

significant progress, even 21 percent poverty means a huge headcount in a country

of 1.3 billion people.

2. Social Inequality Leading to Exclusion and Marginalization - Lower caste people

have traditionally been excluded from the mainstream society governed by the

so-called upper caste communities. They have historically lived isolated in the

periphery of the villages and townships and subsisted doing only those tasks

considered “unfit” for the other castes. Another segment of society that is still

very much detached from the mainstream is the tribal community forming 8% of

the population. These tribal people have historically lived in secluded areas such

as forests. The policy of reservation in government jobs for the backward

communities has certainly helped them to rise up to some extent. But it is

insufficient because government jobs are limited.

3. Illiteracy - High level of illiteracy, particularly in the rural areas and among women,

has been a crucial factor not only in perpetuating economic backwardness but

also for high population growth. The persistence of high illiteracy has created a

situation where poverty and population have been feeding each other.

4. Population - Ever increasing population is not a direct cause of poverty but it is an

effect. More people mean the need of more resource, food etc. But if this surplus

is trained in a right way then it can take part in the economic development of the

country.

5. Gender Inequality - Gender equality is both a core concern and an essential part

of human development. Indian social fabric is highly patriarchal which has left

women significantly exploited and discriminated.

6. Unequal Distribution of Wealth - According to the latest edition of Oxfam

International’s global inequality report titled Reward Work, Not Wealth published

in Jan 2018, the richest 1 percent in India bagged 73% of the wealth created last

year; the poorest half got just 1 %. Rising inequality is working against the efforts

of poverty eradication; it is also fracturing the society and undermining Indian

democracy.

7. Faulty Economic Reforms - It is believed that economic reforms started in early

1990s are responsible for the fall down of rural economy in India. It also led to the

agrarian crisis. Also villages in India are not self sufficient like they used to be.

The rural youth is mostly not well educated, lack of skill and even not interested

in farming.

8. Jobless Economic Growth - The Economic Survey 2015-16 estimated that informal

sector provided 90% of jobs through the period 2004-05 to 2011-12. Further, the
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Survey also pointed to a shift in the pattern of employment from permanent jobs

to casual and contract employment. The increasingly “temporary” nature of work

has an “adverse effect” on the level of wages, stability of employment, and employees’

social security. It also indicates preference by employers away from regular/

formal employment to circumvent labour laws.

9. Corruption - India, if not completely but is almost synonymous with the word

corruption. Numerous scams in the recent years explain the saga of corruption.

Almost all the government departments are affected from it. Corruption is regarded

as one of the biggest reasons of poverty in India.

10.Lack of small scale sectors – Majority of economic policies and reforms are not

friendly towards small scale industries. So these policies are making and creating

bureaucrats but suppressing entrepreneurs.

Reasons for failure of Poverty eradication schemes:

1. While a large number of poverty alleviation programmes have been initiated, they

function in silos. There is no systematic attempt to identify people who are in

poverty, determine their needs, address them and enable them to move above the

poverty line.

2. There is no commitment by the government to support an individual or a household

for getting minimum level of subsistence through any programme or group of

programmes. The resources allocated to anti-poverty programmes are inadequate

and there is a tacit understanding that targets will be curtailed according to fund

availability.

3. There is no method to ensure that programmes reach everybody they are meant

for. While our plans have taken cognisance of the literature on chronic poverty

and dynamics of poverty, alleviation programmes and schemes have not used this

understanding to address this issue.

Way Forward:

India needs a comprehensive “human development” plan in order to really crush the

widespread poverty. 

1. It needs an economy that supports millions of small and medium enterprises that

are suitable to employ low skilled poor people. 

2. Focus on good governance to root out deep rooted corruption that eats away major

chunk of the welfare budget. 

3. Finally, promote women empowerment through education and healthcare; it will

greatly help deal with poverty fed by the population growth.

10. How the Indian concept of secularism different from the western model of

secularism? Discuss. 

Approach:

• Introduction:

Briefly define secularism

• Body:

1. Mention Indian and western model of secularism.
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2. Give points of difference between both of them.

• Conclusion:

Mention speciality of Indian secularism.

Model Answer:

Secularism, as defined in the Merriam-Webster dictionary, is the “indifference to, or

rejection or exclusion of, religion and religious considerations.” As a philosophy, secularism

seeks to interpret life on principles taken solely from the material world, without recourse

to religion. In political terms, secularism is the principle of the separation of government

institutions and persons mandated to represent the state from religious institution and

religious dignitaries.

Secularism is among the most complex terms in social and political theory. In the

western context the main sense of these terms has to do with the separation of church

and state. The separation of religious and political authority marked a major turning

point in the social history of the west. This separation was related to the process of

“secularisation” or the progressive retreat of religion from public life, as it was converted

from a mandatory obligation to a voluntary personal practice. Secularisation in turn was

related to the arrival of modernity and the rise of science and rationality as alternatives

to religious ways of understanding the world.

 The Indian meanings of secular and secularism include the western sense but also

involve others. The most common use of secular in everyday language is as the opposite of

communal. So, a secular person or state is one that does not favour any particular religion

over others. Secularism in this sense is the opposite of religious chauvinism and it need

not necessarily imply hostility to religion as such.

There are two fundamental features of secularism which are true in both cases:

1. State does not have an official religion nor does it discriminate or favour citizens

on grounds only of religion

2. Freedom of citizens to practice any religion of their choice or be atheist.

Western secularism implies strict separation/distancing of Church and state. The

state has an attitude of indifference towards religion. The Indian secularism is

however distinct in three ways:

1. Rather than indifference, there is an equal respect for all religions. So in India,

we have public holidays on major religious festivals, state subsidy for pilgrimages

like haj, tirupati etc.

2. Indian constitution gives certain rights to religious denominations to establish

and administer religious institutions. State can provide support in form of grants,

tax concessions etc. Religious minorities can also establish educational

institutions.

3. Indian secularism also provides scope for state supported religious reforms. for

instance, abolition of untouchability. Religious freedoms can be curtailed subject

to social reforms. Recent sabrimala temple decision by supreme court shows it.

So one can see that Indian secularism is conditioned to India’s history of religious

pluralism and tolerance , its deeply religious society where religion exerts its influence

as a social force much beyond the confines of personal affairs of individuals as in
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western society.

It is also clear that in west, state can’t do anything in case of injustices arising

within particular religion as long as they do not violate the law of land. Indian

secularism provides scope for progressive religious reforms and ensure both inter-

religious and intra-religious equality.

11. The Bhakti movement received a remarkable re-orientation with the advent of Sri

Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. Discuss.

Approach:

• Introduction:

Give brief account about Chaitanya Mahaprabhu.

• Body:

1. Mention his teachings and his role in bhakti movement.

2. Mention his contribution in bhakti movement.

Conclusion:

Model Answer:

One of the greatest saint of the Bhakti movement was Shri Chaitanya, popularly known

as Gouranga Mahaprabhu. He was born in 1486 A.D. at Navadweep in West Bengal in a

Brahmin family. He was the chief proponent of the Achintya Bheda Abheda and Gaudiya

Vaishnavism tradition within Hinduism. He also expounded the Vaishnava school of Bhakti

yoga based on Bhagavata Purana and Bhagavad Gita Of various forms and direct or indirect

expansions of Krishna such as Lord Narasimha, Maha-Vishnu and Garbhodakshaya Vishnu

respectively, he is Krishna in the mood of a devotee. He popularised the chanting of

the Hare Krishna mantra and composed the Siksastakam(eight devotional prayers)

in Sanskrit. His followers, Gaudiya Vaishnavas, revere him as a Krishna.

Teachings of Shri Chaitanya:

• Chaitanya’s teachings centred round ‘love’ – from intense human love to divine

love. He opened the doors of divine love to all by chanting and singing the glories

of Krishna in the form of Kirtans. Kirtan is not merely a religious song, but a

feeling of ecstasy emanating from love and devotion, accompanied by singing and

dancing of the highest spiritual order when one can feel the presence of Almighty.

In fact, Chaitanya believed that by singing Kirtan alone one can realise God,

because it transports the mind from the material world to the divine world.

Re-orientation of bhakti movement by Chaitanya mahaprabhu :

• Chaitanya was an exponent of the Radha-Krishna cult. His biographer Krishnadas

Kaviraj has summed up his teachings in the following manner:

• “If a creature adores Krishna and serves his guru, he is released from this world

of illusion and attains Krishna’s feet and leaving these temptations and religious

system based on caste, the true Vaishnava takes refuge with Krishna.”

• Thus, for him, God was Krishna or Hari who would be pleased only by intense love

and devotion of the devotee. He advises his followers to listen to the recitation of
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God’s name, recollect his kindness, bow to him and worship him, do what he wills

as a servant, believe him as a friend. Then dedicate yourself to him. This surrender

is unconditional (Nishkama).

• Such adoration is known as Madliura bhava and Chaitanya’s exposition of Rasalila

is one of his most profound contributions to Indian philosophy. Chaitanya was a

champion of social liberation. He denounced caste system and stood for the

universal brotherhood of man. At the same time he was very much opposed to the

domination of the priestly class and superfluous rituals and ceremonies. It was

due to his attitude of social liberation that people of socially oppressed classes

became his disciples. Indeed, one of his most favourite disciples was a Muslim

named Haridas.

• True to the Vaishnava way of life Chaitanya stood for truth and non-violence. He

led an ascetic life and maintained celebacy. His teachings were simple and,

therefore, had a universal appeal. The Radha-Krishna cult and Chaitanya’s

preaching through singing Kirtans generated remarkable impact in Bengal and

Orissa and the impact continues to be felt even today. Chaitanya died in 1533 in

the premises of Jagannath temple at Puri while singing kirtan. His followers

believed that Shri Chaitanya merged with Lord Jagannath whom he considered

to be the embodiment of Krishna. Thus Chaitanya gives new heights to Krishna

bhakti.

12. Discuss whether formation of new states in recent times is beneficial or not for

the economy of India. (15)

Approach:

• Introduction:

Formation of new states in recent past.

• Body:

Positive and negative impact of new states of Indian

economy.

• Conclusion:

Creation of new states only in economic viable conditions

otherwise empower local self governance.

Model Answer:

Article 3 of Indian Constitution says that Parliament may by law

form a new State by separation of territory from any State or by uniting two or more

States or parts of States or by uniting any territory to a part of any State;

In recent times, three new states, Chhattisgarh, Uttaranchal, and Jharkhand from

reconstituting Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, respectively in 2000. In 2014,

Telangana was formed by bifurcating Andhra Pradesh.

Impact of formation of new states for Indian economy:

Positive Impact:

a) New state formed increases consumption for the formation of new capital,
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secretariat etc. For instance Andhra Pradesh is building Amravathi as new capital,

which has led to increased consumption of cement, steel and other construction

activities. This has benefitted Indian economy.

b) New canal building activities for growth of agriculture like Polavaram dam,

Kaleshvaram Project in Telangana have also led to economic boost.

c) New business activities could reach new region which were hitherto neglected.

For example Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh. This would spur inclusive growth in

India.

d) The three new states have grown fast as compared to mother states. Uttarakhand

has averaged 9.31% growth annually, Jharkhand 8.45%, and Chattisgarh 7.35%.

All three states belong to what was historically called the BIMARU zone and have

capacity to compete and bring major population out of poverty.

e ) More states will lead to more diverse set of policies and more opportunities for

investors. This will encourage industrial growth and trigger a competition for the

state policies that attract the most investors. This will eventually benefit the

people.

f) Distribution of resources can be done more efficiently in smaller states and there

won’t be an unfavourable balance of economic resources. The best example is the

state of Chhattisgarh, which has flourished after its separation from Madhya

Pradesh.

g) Smaller states will resemble local government more and state government will be

able to pay adequate attention to the local problems. Lack of Socio–Economic

development among tribals, farmers, other weaker sections gives rise to issues

like Naxalism. Smaller states would take state closer to people and people

participation in governance can be improved. This would solve issues like farmer

suicides and help in growth of India.

But many times if formation of new states are not done on the basis of rational and

scientific criteria, it could have NEGATIVE IMPACT on Indian economy:

a) Economic viability – If new small state formed is not economical viable, then it

would become burden on center and always depend on center’s funds. For example

Gorkhaland and Bodoland, two new states demand, economy is totally depended

on tea estates and tourism, which may not be sufficient for these states self-

sufficiency.

b) More number of smaller states increases more trade barriers for inter-state trade

thus decreasing ease of doing business in India.

Smaller states are beneficial to economy when created after proper deliberations and

scientific analysis like in case of Uttarakhand and Chattisgarh. In case, where it in not

feasible, an alternative to creation of new states is to implement proper decentralization

and devolution of power: to State governments; to district authorities; to the blocks and

mandals; to the panchayats; and the municipalities.
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13. Why indentured labour was taken by the British from India to their colonies?

Have they been able to preserve their cultural identity over there?

Approach:

• Introduction:

Briefly give information about indentured labour system.

• Body:

1. Mention reasons for indentured labour immigration by British

           2. Give information about Preservation of cultural identity by them.

• Conclusion:

Mention about Indian Diaspora by indentured system.

Model Answer:

The defining feature of nineteenth century plantation labour was the indenture system.

The term indenture refers to a written contract entered into by a person to work for

another for a given period of time. As stated by Carter, indentured labour was an individual

who had not paid his or her passage but had entered into an agreement to receive

transported assistance to a colony in return for a fixed period of labour.

Reasons for indentured labour immigration by British:-

1. After the abolition of slavery, newly free men and women refused to work for the

low wages on offer on the sugar farms in British colonies in the West

Indies. Indentured labour was a system of bonded labour that was instituted

following the abolition of slavery. Indentured labour were recruited to work on

sugar, cotton and tea plantations, and rail construction projects in British colonies

in West Indies, Africa and South East Asia.  From 1834 to the end of the WWI,

Britain had transported about 2 million Indian indentured workers to 19 colonies

including Fiji, Mauritius, Ceylon, Trinidad, Guyana, Malaysia, Uganda, Kenya

and South Africa.

2. The lack of slave labour which the British had installed on the tropical plantations

(producing sugar, coffee, bananas, tea) quickly made itself felt, and an international

migration of free labourers replaced the forceful importation of slaves. Countries

whose economy had depended on the continuous importation of slaves found other

sources of labour supply within a few decades.

3. India, as a British Colony, was the natural choice from which to import labour.

Indian workers were perceived as being quiet, docile and industrious. Also due

British economic policies the conditions of Indian are very bad. Farmers and

artists are in bad condition they are ready to work abroad.

4. Indian convicts from Bengal and Bombay are ready to work as ready to work as

indentured labour. Some were sent to work on sugar plantations. Many were

skilled and worked as tailors, cooks, cotton spinners, indigo manufacturers. Some

helped to launch, very successfully, opium and silk production.

Preservation of cultural identity by Indentured labours of India:-

• The children of indentured labour live in migrated country from 2-3 generation.
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These people develop Cultural- Pluralism and Multi-Culturalism. This develops

feelings of togetherness, expressing “Indianness” (as is the case of Indians), which

is shared by all Indian communities and which helps form an Indian Diaspora

that has transnational affinities.

• There emerges a psychological feeling, translated into words such as, “They are

like us and belong to the same country from where I come”. In social structure,

many features can be the same, such as, the vernacular language, kinship

nomenclature, ideology of caste, religion and culture. The difference is in

endogamous marriage patterns, practices and ritual performances. There is always

a tendency to marry within endogamous group. If the rules are broken there is

always a danger of social ostracization. The group maintains its distinctiveness

which helps keep its uniqueness intact. With integration policy of certain behavioral

values of the ethnic group are not in conflict with broader values, patterns and

legal forms common to the entire society preserved

Over the following century, the descendents of those who stayed back became significant

parts of the population of a number of countries including like Guyana, Surinam, Trinidad,

Jamaica, Malaysia and South Africa, and, to a lesser extent, in the East African countries

of Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania.

14. “The ideal solution of depleting ground water resources in India is water harvesting

system.” How can it be made effective in urban areas?

Approach:

• Introduction:

Mention briefly about importance of rainwater harvesting.

• Body:

Mention methods for effective rainwater harvesting in urban areas.

Conclusion: Mention some steps to make it more effective.

Model Answer

Rainwater harvesting including rooftop rainwater harvesting is very effective in checking

the fall in the groundwater table and restoring it to normal level. In certain critical areas,

rainwater harvesting is also used as a measure to mitigate to a limited extent the problem

of drinking water. Water harvesting can also be achieved by in situ harvesting (collection

of water in original place), storage of water in aquifers (artificial recharge of groundwater

by percolation tanks, check-dams, etc.), soil conservation methods which help to increase

groundwater recharge, enhancement of surface runoff collection and evaporation control

by chemicals films, hydrophobic coating materials, etc.

• In urban areas, rain water available from roof tops of buildings, paved and unpaved

areas goes waste. This water can be recharged to aquifer and can be utilized

gainfully at the time of need. The rain water harvesting system needs to be

designed in a way that it does not occupy large space for collection and recharge

system. A few techniques of roof top rain water harvesting in urban areas are

described below.
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Recharge pit:

• In alluvial areas where permeable rocks are exposed on the land surface or are

located at very shallow depth, rain water harvesting can be done through recharge

pits.

• The technique is suitable for buildings having a roof area of 100 sq.m. These are

constructed for recharging the shallow aquifers.

Recharge trench:

• Recharge trenches are suitable for buildings having roof area of 200-300 sq. m.

and where permeable strata are available at shallow depths.

• Trench may be 0.5 to 1 m wide, 1 to 1.5m. Deep and 10 to 20 m. long depending

upon availability of water to be recharge.

Tube wells:

• In areas where the shallow aquifers have dried up and existing tube wells are

tapping deeper aquifer, rain water harvesting through existing tube well can be

adopted to recharge the deeper aquifers.

Trench with recharge well:

• In areas where the surface soil is impervious and large quantities of roof water or

surface runoff is available within a very short period of heavy rainfall, the use of

trench/ pits is made to store the water in a filter media and subsequently recharge

to ground water through specially constructed recharge wells.

•· These techniques are ideally suited for area where permeable horizon is within

3m below ground level.

Apart from these techniques some more work need to be done as water harvesting should

be made mandatory and also more awareness should be created. Indiscriminate digging

of bore wells should be stopped. Lakes and ponds should be rejuvenated. In urban areas,

where annual recharge to groundwater has reduced considerably due to urban activities,

the rooftop rainwater harvesting could be made mandatory, by amending buildings byelaws,

awareness generation system of incentives and prizes, empowering of RWA’s, and listing

of names of people related to water wastage etc.

15. Defining blue revolution, explain the problems and strategies for pisciculture

development in India.

Approach:

• Introduction:

Define Blue revolution.

• Body:

1. Mention problems for pisciculture development in India.

2. Mention strategies for pisciculture development in India.

• Conclusion: Way forward.
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Model Answer:

Blue revolution refers to the increase in the production of aquaculture (i.e production of

all kinds aquatic animals like animals and plants occuring in marine and fresh waters

etc). Blue Revolution, the Neel Kranti Mission has the vision to achieve economic prosperity

of the country and the fishers and fish farmers as well as contribute towards food and

nutritional security through full potential utilization of water resources for fisheries

development in a sustainable manner, keeping in view the bio-security and environmental

concerns.

Piscicultutre is major part of blue revolution. Fish farming or pisciculture involves

raising fish commercially in tanks or enclosures such as fish ponds, usually for food.

It is the principal form of aquaculture, while other methods may fall

under mariculture. The problems related to pisciculture in India are:-

1. Major zoological degradation owing to increased abstraction of water by industrial

and human settlements and washoff of agricultural pesticides.

2. Many reservoirs are understocked, unexploited and not well managed.

3. Sometimes outbreak of major disease like which spot viral disease may damage

the growth and present production.

4. Absence of proper extension network with field and laboratory facilities.

5. Shortage of high quality fish meal for feed.

6. Shortage of quality and healthy fish seeds and other critical inputs.

7. It may be mentioned that freshwater aquaculture is not only compatible with any

of the farming systems. Crop-based or livestock-based, but also that these systems

could receive, process and treat a number of organic wastes, mainly domestic

sewage.

8. Lack of resource-specific fishing vessels and reliable resource and updated data.

9. Inadequate awareness about nutritional and economic benefits of fish.

10. Inadequate extension staff for fisheries and training for fishers and fisheries

personnel.

11. Absence of standardization and branding of fish products.

Strategies to solve these problems and development of pisciculture in India:-

• Technology transfer and linkage development: Strong linkages between research

organisations and development agencies are essential not only to transfer the

technologies from laboratory to the field, but also to obtain feedbacks on the

prevalent problems and technology adoption levels.

• Infrastructure for quality seed and feed: Seed and feed being two key inputs in

aquaculture, appropriate policy measures need to be taken to provide the

infrastructure for production of quality fish and shellfish seed across the country

as also encourage private entrepreneurship in the sector.

• Ownership of water bodies: As most water bodies comprising ponds, tanks and

small reservoirs are public waters, fishing and aquaculture rights need to be

properly delegated to aqua culturists with leasing policies allowing reasonable

durations of ownership. This will enable entrepreneurs to invest and develop the
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water bodies for long-term fish culture practices.

• Mobile laboratories: With aquaculture management increasingly becoming

scientific and farms located in far flung areas, the concept of mobile laboratories

for soil and water testing, fertilizer recommendations, fish health checks and

advisory services for pond management, is to be put into practice. Mobile fish

disease diagnostic laboratories are particularly important. This will aid fish culture

practices.

• Eco-friendly aquaculture: With pollution control and environmental management

being of great concern, it is necessary that farming practices incorporate them in

management. This aspect needs to be exploited to develop resource recovery-

based waste treatment measures.

• Aquaculture financing: Freshwater aquaculture technologies provide for a wide

array of culture systems. Aquaculture financing needs to consider wide possible

varieties in inputs and scales of investment.

• Data management: Information base for fisheries sector has been found to be

weak as compared to crop systems that are vital for policy decisions at the macro

level. It is necessary to develop data bases on different aspect of fisheries and

aquaculture regarding resources and production-consumption patterns, for

formulating strategies for investment and development in the sector.

• Human resource development: Trained manpower at different levels of

management and application has become a necessity in the wake of increasing

entrepreneurial interest in freshwater aquaculture sector.

• Insurance coverage: With aquaculture becoming commercial it is necessary to

provide due insurance coverage to operations that involve several risks like natural

calamities, disease incidence and crop failure.

• Use of modern bio-technology.

Considering the limited scope of the capture fisheries from coastal waters and natural

inland waters like rivers and estuaries, emphasis on aquaculture and culture based

fisheries from reservoirs and floodplain wetlands to meet the targeted fish requirement

of 8.3 million tons by 2020 is appropriate considering the availability of vast water resources,

rich cultivable species diversity, sound technological and strong human resource.

16. What is the significance of Industrial Corridors in India? Identify industrial corridors,

explain their main characteristics.

Structure of answer:

• Introduction:

Briefly describe about industrial corridors in India.

• Body:

1. Mention the significance of these industrial corridors.

2. Describe different industrial corridors and their main characteristics.
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• Conclusion:

Summarise with its role in development of India.

Model Answer:

An industrial corridor is a package of infrastructure spending allocated to a specific

geographical area, with the intent to stimulate industrial development.

An industrial corridor aims to create an area with a cluster of manufacturing or

other industry. Such corridors are often created in areas that have pre existing

infrastructure, such as ports, highways and railroads. These modalities are arranged such

that an “arterial” modality, such as a highway or railroad, receives “feeder” roads or

railways. Concerns when creating corridors include correctly assessing demand and

viability, transport options for goods and workers, land values, and economic incentives for

companies. The government has conceptualised five industrial and economic corridors

and all are at different stages of implementation.

Significance of Industrial Corridors

It is argued that benefits of industrial development should be reaped by all states

and regions so as to avoid developmental divide between states.

1. The establishment of NMIZ in a scattered manner along the industrial corridor

across the length of the state would prevent distress migration and provide people

with job opportunities close to their dwelling place.

2. It will prevent concentration of industries in one particular location which exploited

the environment beyond its carrying capacity and caused environmental

degradation.

3. As efficiency creeps in India’s industrial production structure due to improved

transportation system and health labour force, the production costs would come

down. The lower costs would make Indian goods competitive in the global market

and thus open avenues of export.

4. The production of export surplus would generate employment opportunities and

raise per capita incomes.

5. Moreover, people would find job opportunities close to their homes and would not

have to migrate to far-off places thereby preserving family as an institution. This

will also increase social integration in the country.

6. The spread effects of industrial corridors in socio-economic terms are many such

as setting up of industrial townships, educational institutions, roads, railways,

airports, hospitals that will generate employment and raise standard of living.

The Government is developing 5 Industrial Corridors in the country, as follows:

1. Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC) covering the States of Uttar Pradesh,

Haryana, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Maharashtra.

2. Chennai Bengaluru Industrial Corridor (CBIC) covers the States of Tamil Nadu,

Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka.

3. Bengaluru Mumbai Economic Corridor (BMEC) covers the States of Maharashtra

and Karnataka.
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4. Amritsar Kolkata Industrial

Corridor (AKIC) covers the States

of Punjab, Haryana, Uttarakhand,

Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand

and West Bengal.

5. East Coast Economic Corridor

(ECEC) covers the States of West

Bengal, Odisha, Andhra Pradesh

and Tamil Nadu.

Characteristics of Industrial

Corridor

• Industrial Corridors recognize the

inter-dependence of various

sectors of the economy and offer

effective integration between

industry and infrastructure

leading to overall economic and

social development. Industrial

corridors constitute world class

infrastructure such as high-speed transportation (rail, road) network, ports with

state-of- the-art cargo handling equipment, modern airports, special economic

regions/ industrial areas, logistic parks/transshipment hubs, knowledge parks

focused on feeding industrial needs, complementary infrastructure such as

townships/ real estate, and other urban infrastructure along with enabling policy

framework. 

• Industrial corridor provides opportunities for private sector investment in the

provision of various infrastructure projects associated with the exploitation

industrial opportunity. However, the successful utilization of opportunities that

arises from industrial corridors depends on availability of efficient transport and

other infrastructure support systems. Corridor approach for industrial development

primarily takes advantage of the existence of proven, inherent and underutilized

economic development potential within the influence region.

Apart from the development of infrastructure, long-term advantages to business and

industry along the corridor include benefits arising from smooth access to the industrial

production units, decreased transportation and communications costs, improved delivery

time and reduction in inventory cost. The strategy of an industrial corridor is thus intended

to develop a sound industrial base, served by world-class competitive infrastructure as a

prerequisite for attracting investments into export oriented industries and manufacturing.

17. Mention core strategies for the transformation of aspirational districts in India

and explain the nature of convergence, collaboration and competition for its

success. 

Approach:

• Introduction:
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Briefly describe aspirational district program.

• Body:

1. Mention core strategies for transformation of aspirational district.

2. Explain the nature of convergence, collaboration and competition for its success

• Conclusion:

Mention the aim of program.

Model Answer:

The Transformation of Aspirational Districts programme (ADP) focuses on transforming

115 districts across 28 states which account for more than 20% of the country‘s population

and cover over 8,600 gram panchayats, that have witnessed the least progress along

certain development parameters like districts affected by Left-wing extremism and poor

connectivity.

Core strategies for transformation of aspirational district:-

1. Selection of districts- The 117 districts were identified from 28 states, at least

one from each state, in a transparent manner by a committee of Senior Officers

to the Government of India, in consultation with State Officials using a composite

index of key data sets that included deprivation enumerated under the Socio-

Economic Caste Census, key health and education sector performance and state

of basic infrastructure.

2. Institutional framework- This programme is a policy priority of Government of

India. NITI Aayog anchors the programme with support from Central Ministries

and the State Governments. While NITI Aayog is steering the initiative in 30

districts, various central ministries oversee 50 districts besides the Ministry of

Home Affairs, which focuses on 35 Left Wing Extremism (LWE) affected districts.

Officers at the level of Joint Secretary / Additional Secretary have been nominated

to become the ‘Central Prabhari Officers’ of each district. States have appointed

state-nodal and Prabhari officers. An Empowered Committee under the

Convenorship of the CEO, NITI Aayog will help in the convergence of various

government schemes and streamlining of efforts.

3. Focus areas- The Government is committed to raising the living standards of its

citizens and ensuring inclusive growth for all – “Sabka Saath Sabka Vikas”. To

enable optimum utilization of their potential, this program focuses closely on

improving people’s ability to participate fully in the vibrant economy. Health &

Nutrition, Education, Agriculture & Water Resources, Financial Inclusion & Skill

Development, and Basic Infrastructure are this programme’s core areas of focus.

After several rounds of consultations with various stakeholders, 49 key performance

indicators have been chosen to measure progress of the districts. Districts are

aspiring to first catch-up with the best district within their State, and subsequently

aspire to become one of the best in the country, by competing with, and learning

from others in the spirit of competitive & cooperative federalism.

4. More autonomy to local government: Since the local government is in a unique

position to understand the complexities of the districts, greater autonomy is given

to local government in form of flexible spending components, etc.
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5. Change in attitude: The districts have been described as aspirational rather

than backward so that they are viewed as islands of opportunity and hope rather

than areas of distress and hopelessness.

6. Partnering with civil society: This programme has opened its door to civil society

and leveraged the tool of corporate social responsibility to form partnerships which

will bring new ideas and fresh energy

7. Methodology-

a. Baseline Ranking - The objective of the program is to monitor the real-time

progress of aspirational districts based on 49 indicators (81 data-points) from

the 5 identified thematic areas.

b. Real time Data collection: NITI Aayog has created a dashboard to monitor the

real time progress in the districts and large-scale efforts have been done to

collect, distill and disseminate data regarding selected Key Performance

Indicators.

c. Sector Ranking - Health and Nutrition (30%), Education (30%), Agriculture &

Water resources (20%), Basic Infrastructure (10%) and Financial inclusion &

Skill Development (10%).

The nature of convergence, collaboration and competition for its success:-

1. Convergence: It brings together all levels of government, from central and state

officers driving operations, to the district collectors implementing innovative

measures on the ground.

2. Collaboration: It is a collaborative effort between central and state governments,

various foundations and civil society. Through partnerships with several voluntary

organisations, the programme benefits from different perspectives, technical skills

and on-the-ground experience.

3. Competition: It takes the principle of competitive federalism down to district

administrations. It permits autonomy at the level of local governments. Each

district will be ranked on the focus areas which are disaggregated into easily

quantifiable target areas.

Thus the broad contours of the programme are Convergence (of Central & State

Schemes), Collaboration (of Central, State level ‘Prabhari’ Officers & District Collectors),

and Competition among districts driven by a spirit of mass Movement. With States as the

main drivers, this program will focus on the strength of each district, identify low-hanging

fruits for immediate improvement, measure progress, and rank districts.

Launched in January 2018, the ‘Transformation of Aspirational Districts’ initiative

aims to remove this heterogeneity through a mass movement to quickly and effectively

transform these districts. This programme is committed to raising the living standards of

its citizens and ensuring inclusive growth for all.

18. ‘Women’s movement in India has not addresses the issues of women of lower

strata’.substantiate your view.

Approach

• Introduction-
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 Briefly mention problems of women and aim of the women movement in India.

• Body

 Mention history of women movement.

 Mention why women movement not able to addresses the issues of women of

lower strata.

 Mention some positive move in this direction.

• Conclusion

 Mention way forward.

Model Answer:

Women in india has been traditionally deprived section of our society. Derogatory practices

such as sati,purda system,widow remarriage, child marriage,female foeticide,

marginalisation of women has been at every stage of her life which are against her

dignity. Some of these are still practised.

Women’s movements in India are aimed at defining, establishing, and defending

equal political, economic, and social rights for women. The right to equal pay for equal

work, the right to have equal access to health and education, and equal political rights

are the demands. Also these movement started against culture-specific issues within

India’s patriarchial society, such as inheritance laws and the practice of widow immolation

known as Sati.

History of women’s movement in India can be divided in 3 phases:

FIRST Phase: In eighteenth century when Europeans started to speak out aginst sati

SECOND Phase:From 1915 to indian independence when Gandhiji incorporated

women’s movement into Quit India movement

THIRD Phase: Post independence,which was focussed on fair treatment of the women

at home and after marriage, against sexual harassment at work place, against human

trafficking,right to political parity.

Women movement in India has started with aim to address women’s issues but

unfortunately it failed to address the issues of women of lower strata.

1. Women’s movement in India largely focussed on urban and some times in town

areas, it’s Geographical reach was also limited. Women from country side are

not very aware of their rights and independent existance.

2. Traditionaly women are home bound in villages and in urban areas women have

not actively  participated in these movements.As they are considered marginalised

and our patriarchial society not easily allowed them to take part in these

movement.

3. Women belonging to dalit and tribal communites are more vulnerable to atrocities

for example  khairlangee case in maharashtra is evident,many tribal womens

are sexually exploited by outsiders such as mining contractors, and at

MGNAREGA work place,women working in house hold are also victims of

physical and verbal abuse.

4. Women working in unorganised sectors(especially in construction sector) are
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not getting  equal pay  to their male counterparts  for same work. This is another

example of denying women their equal right.Since women in lower strata are

usually homemakers ,their work is not celebrated because it is unpaid.

5. Acess to quality health care is still distant dream for large sections of women

belonging to dalit,tribal,lower economic and social strata and women working

in agriculture this is evident that still maternal mortality in india is about to 130/

100,000. In India two third women from these communities are affected by Cancer

because these women are habitual to tobbaco consumption and smoking bidis.

6. These movement has limited success in area of human trafficking,commodifying

women and trading in the market for sex work,is still black side modern India.

These movements benifited just small fraction of urban educated middle and

upper class women.

7. Still female infanticide high in rural india (also in urban India) where most of

women population belong to dalit, aadivasi, muslims, lower income group. Absence

of capacity bulding,such as providing them skill is still in its infant stage, and

these women are completly dependent on their male partner.

8. Personal law is one more hindrence in dignity of muslim women ,until recently

supreme court struck down tripple talaq and given them equal status as per The

CONSTITUTION .

• Therefore in India women are still facing various issues which are creating

problems for  women to achieve their full potential as human being.When

India is moving fast forward in economic growth rate still benifits of these

economic growth not reached to this strata of women still they are dependent

,marginalised, vulnerable to various crimes and age old social coustoms,lower

participation in work force and lower productivity of women are still big

challenges.

• Though still these problems are existing in our society but few movements are

started again specific women issues such GULABI GANG against wide spread

domestic abuse and other violence,establishing women SHG’s,government of

India in 2005 enacted to protect women from DOMESTIC VIOLENCE,

VISHAKHA guidelines given by supreme court on which govt of India passed

sexual harrasment of women at workplace (Prevention, Prohibition, and

Reddressal)act 2013,establishment of National Women Commission is another

important step,strong penal provision made by government  against human

trafficking and female foeticide are relevant in this regard, BETI BACHAO

BETI PADHAO is another step taken by government.

WAY FORWARD:

For inclusive developement and making just and egalitarian society we need to focus

on these issues.Creating awarness and attitudinal change in male dominant indian

society is first and foremost step,capacity building of women,entrepreneurship among

women can be prove as a game-changer,strict implementation of law’s and awarness

regarding these law’s is very necessary,elimanation of poverty is watershade in women

developement as women are first who suffer in poverty.
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19. ‘Globalization is generally said to promote cultural homogenization but due to

this cultural specificities appear to be strengthened in the Indian Society. Elucidate.

Approach:

• Introduction:

Define globalisation and build context for next part of answer

• Body:

Question demands you to analyse impact of globalisation on culture. Here try to

give all dimensions of impact of globalisation on culture. Divide your answer into

subheadings

• First show how Cultural Homogenisation is taking place give examples for it

• Then show how

- Glocalization or Hybridization

- Heterogenization

- Cultural Clash

• Is happening and how these lead to strengthening of cultural specificities in

Indian society.

• Conclusion:

• In conclusion show how globalisation is making local things global

Modcl Answer:

Transnational  flows  of  people,  financial  resources,  goods,  information  and  culture

have recently  been  increasing  in  a  drastic  way   and  have  profoundly  transformed

the  world.  This phenomenon  has  been  labeled as globalization. Generally it is believed

that globalisation spread the culture of sameness which lead to cultural homogenisation,

but there are other impacts of globalisation also which strengthen cultural specificities

i.e. Hybridisation, Heterogeneity, cultural clash

Cultural Homogenisation

• The cultural homogenization is a process of increasing global interdependence

and interconnectedness that lead toward growing cultural standardization and

uniformization. This is also manifested by the increasing homogeneity of world

values like rationalization, free market competition, commodification and

democratic or human rights and above all a global culture.

The impact of global culture is very much felt across India.

- Brands like Nike, Reebok, Levi’s, Lee and others, which were available earlier in

some selected cities of India, are now available everywhere in India.

- The homogenization of consumption patterns and lifestyles is reflected by the

process of McDonaldization, CocaColalisation, Disneyfication or simply

Americanization of India and its Culture.

- The prominent popular American and Western cultural symbols such as Coca-

Cola, Blue Jeans, Rock Music and McDonald’s Golden Arches are spread all over

India and accepted by its people as quality of life.

This homogenizing influence of globalization weakens and destroys existing cultures
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and move towards world culture. However, Indian society is segmented in communities

which enjoy ‘enormous cultural autonomy’. This provides colossal cultural resilience

to communities in India to filter the effect of globalization through refectory and

prismatic adaptation. The interaction of homogenising global culture with diverse

and vibrant Indian culture lead to following response:

Glocalization or Hybridization

Glocalization refers to the phenomenon of ‘world products’ adapting to local cultures

and markets i.e. a process of looking in both directions. This process  can be termed

as the process of localization of global culture thus giving global culture a local touch

and strengthening local cultural specificities upto some extent. Glocalisation can be

seen in different dimension of everyday life of people.

- Popular food chain like McDonald, Domino’s adding items in menu which confirm

with local need like Navratri special pizza and burger.

- In India, one can see that, all the foreign TV channels like Star, MTV, Channel-V

and Cartoon Network use Indian language as well Indian content.

- In Music the popularity of ‘Bhangra-pop’, ‘Indi-pop’, fusion music and even remixes

are all examples of growing glocalization of cultures of India.

- In the field of dress wearing Kurta (Indian dress) over Jeans is an example of

glocalisation

Heterogenization

• These  flows  due to globalisation do  not  eradicate  local   cultures,  they  only

change  some  of  their  traits  and  reinforce  others. It contends that local

cultures, which are fluid constructs, have become part of a heterogeneous

transnational field of culture.

• In India people celebrate festivals like Diwali, Durga Puja, Pongal, celebration of

region specific new year like Vaisakhi in Punjab, Vishu in Kerala etc. at the

same time celebration of  father’s day, mother’s day, valentine’s day and New

Year of Gregorian calendar go hand in hand. Thus cultural specificities is not

only getting strengthened but by negotiating  with globalisation, space for both

are created.

Cultural identity

• Globalisation has with spreading its global and fusion culture has created threat

to the local indigenous culture. In such situation local people mostly find themselves

in condition of crisis of cultural identity. In response of that people start to search

for roots, identity and try to link with it. This can be found in popularity of Ayurvedic

product or in popularity of New age sadhus. Thus globalisation by creating a crisis

of identity, strengthen the local cultural specificities.

Conclusion

• Globalisation is a two way process it not only brings global to local but also take

local things to global arena. Acceptance of Yoga worldwide and celebrating yoga

day on 21st June is one of the many example. Thus globalisation is leading to

homogenisation as well as it is also leading to hybridisation and heterogenization

of culture.
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20. ‘Communalism arises either due to power struggle or relative deprivation.’ Argue

by giving suitable illustrations. (15)

Approach:

• Introduction:

Define communalism

• Body:

a) How power struggle give rise to communalism

b) How relative deprivation gives rise to communalism

c) Explain above points with examples

• Conclusion:

Give way forward to solve communalism.

Model Answer:

Communalism refers to a politics that seeks to unify one community around a religious

identity by strengthening attachment of a person to his religious identity.

With time, this identity is developed in hostile opposition to another community. It

seeks to define this community identity as fundamental and fixed.

This identity and community interests are opposite and colliding with other

community.

Power Struggle and Communalism –

During communal riots, people are willing to kill, rape, and loot members of other

communities in order to redeem their pride, to protect their home turf. A commonly

cited justification is to avenge the deaths or dishonour suffered by their co-religionists

elsewhere or even in the distant past. This shows relation between power struggle

and communalism.

a) Many Muslims in Hyderabad thinks they are from ruling elites and hence must

be given privileges. Hindus are not ready accept this as to maintain the ‘power

distance’. This increases tension in the society and convert to communalism.

b) Agricultural labourers who belong religious minorities are often exploited by ‘other

religion’ landlords. This increases tension in rural areas and instances of

communalism when these labourers try to assert their rights.

c) Eve teasing case of girls of one religion by boy of other religion provides sparks to

communal riots. For example muzzafarpur riots starting was from a case of eve-

teasing. Here power struggle is shown in form of male v/s female belonging to

different religion or caste.

d) The third stage of communalism is about this struggle for limited resources

especially jobs. There is a power struggle between various communities to get

particular job. This is evident from the fact that religion and caste are important
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markers in every resume in India. Same religion and same caste employer –

employee bonds are stronger and more faith is there. Hence are religion person

are preferred.

e ) Power struggle between political parties resulting into vote bank politics and each

trying to attract voters based on identity markers such as religion. For example

many major parties have been accused of appeasement of one religion or other

and this has only increased the gulf between various religions.

f) Power struggle between majority and minority groups in a region. Eg. Sikhs and

Hindus struggle in Punjab had been the reason for communalism.

Relative deprivation and Communalism-

Communalism reflects a psyche of relative deprivation resulting from specific

grievance of lower class.

a) Limited resources and fight for that leads to deprivation of one group or the other.

This makes the group to identify ‘oneness’ in their interest and fight together to

get it. For example Assamese v/s illegal migrants from Bangladesh or even

northern plain migrants. Deprivation of the native groups led to movements

throughout the state of Assam.

b) Violence breeds in the soil of deprivation. Deprivation makes it easier to influence

and control a group since it is unsatisfied and have to fight even for two time

meal. Such depreived people provide ground for terrorist recruitment. The ex-

Vice President Hamid Ansari had pointed out the relative deprivation among

Muslims to be the biggest causes of communal tension.

c) Conflict generated by the lower class confronting the higher feudal class over

matters of economic deprivation turns into communal conflict because of the

confluence of class and community. Thus, if the upper class in some regions was

predominantly Muslim and the lower class Hindu, or vice versa, a communal

tinge would result. Such ‘lower class communalism’ was sporadic and relations

would normalize after an outbreak.

Communalism in India is a socio-economic problem which requires a multi-pronged strategy

to tackle. Along with sensitization of public servants and inculcating values of secularism,

fast development of nation to fulfill the aspiration of every section of society needs to be

done.
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